
29 September 2018

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT

New Harvest is excited to share the latest Massive Science Report: You Are
What You Meat.

Massive Science selected a team of five active researchers to dig into existing
research and answer many fundamental questions about cellular agriculture in a
way that's easy for anyone to understand.
We are thrilled to support the third Massive Science
Report and make it freely available to everyone.
Read it now!

If you haven't heard of Massive Science, they are
an online media platform making scientific knowledge more accessible. You can
sign up to Massive's newsletter for weekly science stories and updates.

As a followup to the report, Massive is recording a group conversation with the
report scientists, which you'll be able to hear next week. If you have questions
for the scientists who wrote the report, ask them here and Massive will
answer them!

https://www.new-harvest.org/
https://massivesci.com/reports/cellular-agriculture/
https://massivesci.com/reports/cellular-agriculture/
https://massivesci.com/reports/cellular-agriculture/
https://massivesci.com/reports/cellular-agriculture/
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSewx_ogWw_rtdpD84f1-xNLSWXqGePo3j0tW5dP1PwEcMLMMA/viewform
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One of the ideas explored through the report is the need for more research to
continue to grow the field. From making the product to designing bioreactors
and scaffolds, New Harvest’s Research Fellows are working hard to make their
contributions to the body of knowledge in the field!

Check out some of the articles from the report below:

The world’s appetite for meat is growing. How will we satisfy it? In the near
future, “meat” could mean a lot more than it does now

https://massivesci.com/reports/cellular-agriculture/
https://massivesci.com/articles/future-meat/
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Mouth-watering flavor is harder to engineer than we hoped. Cultured meat
is making rapid advances, but there’s still a long way to go

Enjoy your weekend!

This mailout was written by New Harvest community member
Ahmed Khan from CellAgri. Check out CellAgri on Twitter and
Instagram!

New Harvest is powered by people like you.

Donate Now!

New Harvest is a nonprofit 501(c)(3) organization.
EIN/tax ID number: 20-1425438

All donations are fully tax deductible.

https://massivesci.com/articles/cultured-meat-taste-lab/
http://www.cell.ag
https://twitter.com/cellagritech
https://www.instagram.com/cellagri/
https://www.new-harvest.org/
https://new-harvest.org/donate/



